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Attendees: mary, aubin, phil, erin, sean, natalie 
 

● Transboundary meeting 
○ Biden and Trudeau admin to work on large landscape conservation gains, 

environmental justice 
○ Jodi Hilty and Gary Tabor and Harvey Locke - held a 90 minute meeting - went 

over bigger picture federal frameworks - trudeau’s and Biden’s commitment of 
30x30 and 32 x32 

○ Our LCD was discussed! 
○ How does the dynamic change when our work is folded into larger agendas? - 

Sean will circle back with Elsa to let her know that folks on the ground our seeing 
our work represented 

■ How well are we connected to other crown groups (ie. gary, melly) 
● On a personal level, not closely connected 

○ LCC - will there be a push to bring these back? 
■ Have not heard about the LCC specifically, but hearing vague calls for big 

ideas related to large landscape work - convos are happening in USFWS 
- wouldn’t be surprised if something came out of Dept of Interior 

● Conversations are also happening at the Climate adaptations 
Science center - Obama Admin set up 6 or 8 of these - we are 
most related to Northwest Climate Adaptation Science Center - 
funds for climate science 

● Funding Stuff 
○ U.S. Congress Sets Aside $3.6 Million for Transboundary Watersheds 

■ Phil sent via email - this is the federal appropriations that Erin has been 
working on - very specific to address mining impacts  

■ Phil chatted with Kat and living lakes Canada - hoping to merge water 
quality datasets together 

● Erin and Phil will have an additional chat to double check if all 
funds are appropriated 

● Infographic 
○ Mary is creating an infographic of our 2020 progress - will send it out for input 
○ It is an internal audience, not an external audience 
○ Mary will send it out today to the group to review for feedback 

● Species level mapping 
○ Mary is ready to do species level mapping 

■ Natalie work on pulling Native Salmonids and five needle pine data 
together for the next 2 weeks for BC and AB - prepping for Marxan 

■ Phil will work on prepping ungulate data for Marxan 
● Task tracker 

○ 1. Generate draft conceptual models 
■ Feel free to use miradi to make more detailed  



● What to do if you don’t have Miradi? 
○ 1. You can download a free trial 
○ 2. You could draft on paper and scan and send to 

someone who does have Miradi 
○ 3. Lucidchart  

■ Natalie will resend WBP and Native Salmonids conceptual model - 
available here 

○ 2. Take draft conceptual models and convert into tables - begin considering 
desired versus not desired conditions 

■ This is what we will take to SME 
● Clayton Lamb meeting 

○ Natalie, Sean, Kathy, and Clayton had a conversation - Clayton will be doing 
connectivity work 

○ Some data is his own, some is what he has assembled from others - he is willing 
to share some of his data with us (fur bearer and ungulate) - most of that data is 
collar data 

● DSA 
○ Natalie will reach out to Jason and Nikki again 
○ Sean needs to get more specifics from kathy on partners willingness to share 

data 
● Tech team call 

○ Natalie will cancel next week’s tech team call - ask folks for subject matter expert 
names  

 


